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Onlive Server provides Hong Kong

Dedicated Server Hosting with total

control on your server and the core can

modify according to their choice.

GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA,

September 7, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Before we know more about Hong

Kong-based Dedicated Server

providers, you need to understand

what a server is. In a Dedicated or

server, a machine is separated into a

lot of virtual compartments and on a

single compartment, the server

software is set up on them which

makes each compartment or unit

function on its own.  Several websites

are using Hong Kong Dedicated Server

on the physical system your website is

being hosted on. However, only your

website would be the only one hosted

in the virtual compartment which is

allotted to you. The websites being

hosted on the system will not affect the

existence of your website on that same

system.

Your website gets exactly the same

system resources you pay for. You

have the total access to your server

and it is your own dedicated server but

the important thing is that you are still

sharing the bandwidth, RAM, and CPU of the physical machine.  

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://onliveserver.com/dedicated-server-hong-kong/


Hong Kong Dedicated Hosting Plans

Onlive Server Logo

When Do You Need Dedicated

Hosting?

Before you know how to find the

Storage Dedicated server hosting

providers, you must know when is the

correct time to move your website to a

virtual server. Even though you can

buy the best plan of shared hosting for

your site, the number of CPUs is always

limited. In a Dedicated Server, you can

request an unlimited number of CPUs.

In Dedicated, you can also get Ram and

Hard Disk of much larger capacity than

shared hosting.

The right time to switch to a server

hosting is when your site starts getting heavy traffic and you feel that your site is insecure. When

you plan to start your own web hosting company then you must choose the best Hong Kong-

based Storage Dedicated server service provider that can provide you 24*7 technical support

service in case of a Dedicated Server.

It is more secure at severing and more vulnerable to attacks from your end. While choosing

Windows Dedicated Server, you need to check a few important things such as operating system

(Windows or Linux), managed or unmanaged, price, redundancy, scalability, etc. Understand

your hosting needs and from the  Option to choose the multiple Operating Systems such as

Windows 2008, 2012, 2016, 2019, CentOs, Debian, Ubuntu, and Custom OS. Windows Dedicated

Server plan as per your requirement in which Linux And Windows Based Operating System Can

Load Within One-Click.

Choose the Best Dedicated Hosting Plan

Some factors must be considered before choosing a Windows Dedicated Server provider. Let’s

check out the tips to find the best Dedicated Server providers in detail.

Managed v/s Unmanaged Server

As compared to shared hosting, in Hong Kong Dedicated Server you can get root access to the

server and you are in control of the virtual server. This means someone has to manage the

server and monitor its performance. If your Dedicated provider can handle this for you, you have

a managed Dedicated but if not, you have to be the one to monitor your server yourself, who it

is termed as unmanaged. In unmanaged hosting, the user has to monitor performance and

ensure that everything is working well. When there are servers, software security, and crack

issues, you’ll be the one to fix it since you are the sole administrator. If you know about

managing servers, servicing, and repairs, then unmanned hosting is best for you. If you’re not

https://www.instantserverhosting.com/storage-dedicated-server/
https://www.onliveinfotech.net/windows-dedicated-server/


familiar with things, then you might have to shell out a little more and pay for the management

of your server.

Correct Operating System

The operating system of your server is a very crucial factor you must look at. Most vendors

usually offer two popular systems. In the case of Linux, it is open-source software and it is

cheaper than Windows. It supports a wider range of applications and is user-friendly. Although

there are some applications that Linux does not support which windows does e.g. ASP,

ANET.NET

Configuration of Your Server

You should understand that you can’t build a great building on a weak foundation. You must try

to know the quality of the machine your Dedicated is created on. The machine should be of a

reputable brand and of high capacity. The server that is configured is a major factor in high

connection speed and how well your website performs.

Scalability and Redundancy

Redundancy is the backup resource that put in place at the data center.  If there be a failure in

the supply of power, there should be generators and UPS to keep the system running. If there is

any interruption in the services of the internet service provider, there should be an alternative.

Also, too much load on a server, there should be another standby server.

The Quota of Bandwidth per Month

The majority of the Dedicated Server providers amount of bandwidth that is imposed on your

server and you will have to pay extra. Before choosing a Dedicated Server service, you must

understand how much bandwidth. Bandwidth Monitoring will help you to ensure that you will

not have to pay too much for the amount of bandwidth you are most likely to consume regularly.
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